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STAFF SUMMARY FOR DECEMBER 6-7, 2017

12.

ITEMS OF INTEREST FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS (NON-MARINE)

Today’s Item

Information ☒

Action ☐

This is a standing agenda item for FGC staff and DFW to provide FGC with updates on nonmarine items of interest from previous meetings. For this meeting:
(A) DFW update on its trapping costs analysis
(B) Other
Summary of Previous/Future Actions
(A)
 FGC discussion
 Today’s discussion

Oct 11-12, 2017; Atascadero
Dec 6-7, 2017; San Diego

(B)
N/A
Background
(A) DFW trapping costs analysis
In Feb 2016, FGC received a petition (Tracking No. 2015-009) from the Center for
Biological Diversity and Project Coyote requesting that FGC raise commercial trapping
license fees to a level necessary to recover all reasonable administrative and
implementation costs associated with the trapping program, consistent with Fish and
Game Code Section 4006(c). For purposes of this petition, a “commercial trapping
license” is used to describe licensees for trapping with the intent to sell furs and does not
include licensees that provide trapping services for a fee. In Apr 2016, FGC referred the
petition to DFW for further evaluation and recommendation.
In Oct 2017, following FGC staff and DFW review of the petition, FGC denied the petition
as it was determined to require legislation. However, DFW described a related effort to
conduct an analysis of the administrative and implementation costs associated with
trapping licenses, and offered to provide a status update at the Dec 2017 FGC meeting
and to present its draft findings at the Feb 2018 FGC meeting. Following the discussion,
FGC revised its rulemaking timetable to specify that trapping license fees would be
considered at the Jun, Aug, and Oct 2018 meetings, in the event that adjustments to the
trapping license fees are needed based on DFW’s analysis.
Today, DFW will provide an update on the status of its analysis.
(B) Other
FGC staff has not identified any other items for discussion today.
Significant Public Comments
Received 123 form emails in support of raising trapping license fees (see example, Exhibit 1).
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Recommendation (N/A)
Exhibits
1. Sample email from Pamela Lambert, received Nov 22, 2017
Motion/Direction (N/A)
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